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	The Handbook of Service Description introduces an in-depth overview of service description efforts. The book also highlights the recent Unified Service Description Language (USDL) in detail and discusses its methods.


	The Handbook of Service Description is the normative scientific reference for the upcoming standardization of the Unified Service Description Language (USDL). Complete documentation is included.


	The Handbook of Service Description is designed for those working in the service science industry as a reference book. Advanced-level students focused on computer science, engineering and business will also find this book a valuable asset.
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Learn to Program with CApress, 2015

	Learn the fundamental programming principles using C, one of the most widely used programming languages in the world today. Learn to Program with C teaches computer programming to the complete beginner using the native C language. As such, it assumes you have no knowledge whatsoever about programming.


	We discuss only those features...
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Energy MedicineTarcher, 1999

	The illustrated, practical guide to using energy medicine.
...
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Managing Virtual Teams: Getting the Most from Wikis, Blogs, and Other Collaborative ToolsWordware Publishing, 2007
Virtual collaborative team environments face unique challenges because their communication is not face-to-face. Managing Virtual Teams: Getting the Most from Wikis, Blogs, and Other Collaborative Tools provides practical advice for managers of distributed teams who must design the internal systems and meet deadlines with a diverse team, and for...
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Longitudinal Observation of Pediatric Dermatology PatientsSpringer, 2019

	
		This book is an unique but practical case-driven guide to a variety of pediatric dermatology diseases observed over long periods. It features a broad range of cases covering initial presentation during infancy and the subsequent developments of through childhood, adolescence and adulthood. Disease cases include papulosquamous...
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Pediatric Secrets: with STUDENT CONSULT Access (4th Edition)Mosby, 2005
The Secrets Series® is breaking new ground again. This best-selling volume in the very popular Secrets Series® is back in an exciting, updated, and completely redesigned 4th Edition! With a new, two-color page layout, a more portable size, a list of the "Top 100 Secrets" in pediatrics, and access to the entire book and more...
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The Waite Group's C++ How-ToSams Publishing, 1999
C++ How-To presents a rich diversity of examples and techniques for pushing C++ to its limits and beyond.  Readers locate information by task or function and then walk through a series of How-Tos to find the solution.  No current C++ refere  -The all-new definitive C++ problem-solving  resource!  Programmers can quickly and efficiently find...
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